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1.18 (universe expansion) Oleksandr Grechanik - Do you want to quit the game? Buy a book in
electronic form Alexander Grechannik - you want to get out of control. Alexander, thanks for
the feedback! My pleasure! I promise that in the next books there will be a different beginning

and a deeper meaning) Alex, thank you, as always you are on top. Alex Grechani don't even
know what to say. It seems that the Horsemen are some kind of new version of the world. -

What do you do at night? Mary asked, wandering with Molly along the folding wooden fences
blocking the entrance to the abandoned airfield. â€“ What are you planning to do? Would you
like to move south from the Mall to the Anti-False Kingdom or something? You wish her well.

You just don't understand how I suffer! I dream of leaving, but I cannot do it without the
blessing of God Himself and his Giver of Blessing. I see you don't understand this and perhaps

you don't understand why I can't leave. She asked to be left alone. She asked to stop
persecuting her and not to climb into her life. But I didn't listen to her. You cannot go south
without the blessing of the Lord God Himself. And you can't stop him. You can't even make
him angry. And yet you are violating certain laws that God lays down. Satan has no right to

violate the laws established by the Lord God. Therefore, the Lord God, who is Everywhere and
Everything, must give you the ability to influence the course of history. You have never had
this ability, so any attempt is up to Heaven Itself. I can deprive you of it, but then you will be
free, and I will not. However, I have to make a decision. You have a chance, and if you do not

take it, you will never know what the true way and the true purpose of God is. If I deny you this
opportunity, you will lose ver
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